Fountain-Controls
Water Level Controls for Fountain Reservoirs & Small Ponds
A total packaged solution to provide a constant level of water in your garden fountain reservoir or
small garden pond. Two models to choose – Wall Mount or Block Mount
ENJOY YOUR FOUNTAIN
STOP replacing burned-out water
fountain pumps!
STOP wasting water from
fountain over-flows when you
forget to shut off the water hose!
STOP wasting time manually
filling your water fountain
reservoir!
Keep your fountain running
continuously with no worries of it
running dry!
No electricity needed!

Top view

8 inches

A high evaporation rate in a dry climate used to cause the fountain reservoir above
to run totally dry in 6 hours. Then a Fountain-Controls Block Mount Assembly was
installed and connected to a hose bib outside the courtyard wall. A 3/8” hole was
drilled through the wall for the 1/4” flexible water line. Now it runs continuously and
never runs dry.

The Fountain-Controls Block Mount Assembly (sand color shown on
the left) comes complete with everything you need to immediately
connect to any available water supply line. The assembly includes a
flange embedded in a rock base, adjustable float control, 3 feet of
1/4” flexible water line, and the Fountain-Control Universal Adapter™.
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Fountain-Controls Universal Adapter™
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Fountain-Controls Block Mount Specifications:

Adjustable float maintains water fountain
reservoir level from 2 to 8 inches deep
All components are plastic, stainless steel, and
stone so they will never rust or corrode.
The Fountain-Controls Universal Adapter™
contains a pressure regulator, a sediment
filter and will connect to all:
Hose bibs* (A)

B

C

Garden hoses (B)
1/2” copper pipes (C)

D

1/2” white PVC pipes (D)
1/2” threaded ABS plastic or metal pipes (E)
Base Assembly Size: 8” long, 4” wide, 5“ high

E

Weight: 6 pounds (2.7 kilograms) boxed
Price of Fountain-Controls Block Mount Assembly: $90.50
(make sure to specify brick, grey or sand color base)
Price of Fountain-Controls Wall Mount Assembly: $99.50
(make sure to specify brick, grey or sand color base)
Price of Back-Flow Preventer Option: $10
To order: Send check or money order made out to
“Chuck Blethen” and send to:
c/o Fountain-Controls
Box 4
Marshall NC 28753 USA
Ph: 828-606-3130
e-Mail: Chuck.Blethen@Fountain-Controls.com
Order on line: www.Fountain-Controls.com
Shipping and handling via Priority USPS: $15

* Some cities/towns have regulations that
require a Back-Flow preventer to be
installed on all hose bibs. We have an
option that is compatible with, and
available for, the Fountain-Controls
Universal Adapter for an additional $10.
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We reserve the right to ship different component colors
from what is shown in this brochure. The functions and
the specifications will be identical.

